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Introduction/concept
MaccsBox is a secure web based collaboration platform for both distributors & exhibitors. The following
user documentation has been written for specifically for Exhibitors, therefore not all functionality and/or
screens & menus from MaccsBox are covered in this document.
Every MaccsBox territory has differing localized requirements so there maybe items in this document that
you do not see/ don’t have access to. In these cases, please ignore these sections.

Logging In/ Out
The URL for MaccsBox is

https://portal.maccsbox.com/maccsbox/
As MaccsBox is web-based it needs to be opened via a web browser, we recommend Google Chrome
alternatively you can use Mozilla Firefox, Apple Safari (macOS only) or other popular web browsers.
You’ll first be presented with the login screen, here you need to enter your MaccsBox username and
associated password. Once completed click Login.
If you need any help with your MaccsBox user account, please contact Maccs Support in the first instance
either by email (support@maccs.com), by telephone (+31 50 207 24 00) or alternatively there is a link to
the Support webpage, with full contact information, via the MaccsBox login screen.
To log out, click your user name in the top right corner (of any window) and select Logout from the menu

You will be resented with a logged out screen (seen below), if you wish to Login again, simply click Return,
or navigate back to https://portal.maccsbox.com/maccsbox/

User Settings
Each MaccsBox user requires an account, once logged into MaccsBox, each user is able to customize
certain elements such as language, formats etc. These settings can be found under the Profile menu,
which is found by clicking your username in the top right corner.

Within the User Profile window, the user is able to add/amend/ update various settings such as
• Contact information
• Manage password

At the bottom of the user profile window are the User’s Regional Settings.
• Language controls the display language of labels in MaccsBox
• Format controls the display format of time, dates & currency – currency format is determined by
the territory
NOTE: if any changes are made to the Regional settings it is important the user firsts saves the updates –
you’ll then be prompted to log out and back in, in order that the new profile settings are loaded.

Cinema administration
Another part of the Profile menu is the Cinema administration window

Within this window it’s possible to see all your related cinemas, their contact details as well as the
number of screens with associated seat numbers.
After making any adjustments press the Save Cinema button.
To add new cinemas, please contact the MACCS support team (See Service & Contact).

Subscriptions
From within the Profile menu, users can use the subscriptions window to manage their subscriptions to
various reports which are generated and sent directly from MaccsBox by email.

Service & contact
The final part of the Profile menu is the Service & contact window which provides details of Maccs’
contact information should you have any questions or need any additional assistance or support.

Dashboard
Exhibitors in certain territories will have access to a single page dashboard which forms the home screen
for MaccsBox and provides local and national market insight as well as overview of outstanding box-office
returns in a single 1 page view for easier management.
What you see/ have access to will depend on your MaccsBox account – the visibility of items is controlled
at the territory level.
It is to be noted the dashboard covers the current play week and the previous play week only.
You may not have access to all the below, for completeness it will all be detailed

1. If you’re an exhibitor with multiple sites – you can use the drop down in the top left of the dashboard
to easily switch between different cinema sites.
To the right of the drop down menu, you can switch between the current and previous week using the
arrows.
2. A quick overview of outstanding box-office returns – if you have none outstanding it will be green as
above, if however there are outstanding returns, then the color will change and the number of
outstanding returns will be displayed.

(For more information on box office returns see the section headed Figure Entry)
4. A bar graph displaying the Admissions per Screen per day (for the selected play week) – only for
cinemas you have permissions to view
5. A line graph displaying admission activity by title, allowing you to benchmark against up to 5 other
cinemas – permission reliant. i
6. The Top 20 national grossing titles for the territory (position based on box-office)

Figure Entry
Assuming you have the correct permissions, the portal is designed for figures to be manually added to
each title/ booking per day. (Note: there can be exceptions to this, some territories report at show or ticket
type level)

Outstanding Returns
To see the outstanding returns you can click directly from the dashboard (as seen on the previous page),
or alternatively you can find them via the Box Office Returns menu.
Bookings are displayed by week, by cinema then by title, if you have multiple cinema sites you can swap
using the drop down menu in the top left corner.
Below is an example of a Cinema & Title record for a single week

To aid figure entry, the completeness of each entry is shown to the left of the title

•
•
•

A Green line indicates that day’s return is completed
A Blue line indicates the current play date
A Grey line indicates uncompleted play dates – in this example they are in the future – no returns
can be added for dates in the future.
Therefore in the above example we can see that we’re up to date with our returns for this title.
Once all play dates have a box office return (either activity or an empty/ zero return) the indicator will
swap to a green tick (as shown below).

In addition to the week view – color is also used within the figure entry by day window to aid completion

You can see that in the above screenshot
• completed days have been colored green
• the focus of the current data entry is highlighted with a blue box (Saturday)
• today’s date is highlighted in blue – today its Monday

Figure Entry
NOTE: You cannot enter figures for any days in the future – data entry is purely for activity which has
occurred in the past.
NOTE: The required granularity of box-office returns is a territorial requirement that MaccsBox supports.
Exhibitors within a territory will be required to provide their returns at a predefined level, the 3
predefined levels are described below • Day level (the highest, seen below in Blue)
• Show level (the middle, seen below in Green) or
• Ticket level (the lowest, see below in Pink)
On the left side (highlighted in yellow) clicking the relevant drop-down button will expand the day to
allow figure entry at the correct level.

The level your territory is required to report at, will be the level which is available for the end user – if the
level is not applicable for the territory, then the entry boxes will be grey, and you will not be able to
submit. In the example above, the territorial requirement is at ticket level.
Further examples of each different entry level within MaccsBox will be provided below – only 1 level will
be applicable for the territory.

Day Level – the highest level of entry required

Show Level – the middle level of entry required
Screen number & performance time will also be required, as seen below

Ticket Level – the lowest level of entry required

To enter box-office returns simply navigate to the correct day, click the drop-down button to show the
correct entry level for the territory.
Below is a worked example of ticket level entry –
In this example box-office returns should be provided at ticket level, so if during a performance you sold
the following tickets, we would require that this be entered into MaccsBox
•
•
•
•

Paid €7.50 x20
Paid €8.50 x10
Paid €8.55 x3
Complimentary €0.00

x5

In the below screenshot you can see the above example, entered into MaccsBox

In the highlighted area, you can see the number of paid & complimentary is automatically calculated
based on the submitted returns, the Average Ticket Price (ATP) is also calculated automatically (total boxoffice / total admissions) for the day.
NOTE: to add additional ticket types/prices you must first click the Green + sign, otherwise you will only
have x1 Paid row & x1 Complimentary row. Highlighted in the screenshot below.

Once you have completed your returns for that day/booking, you can click Save
If you forget to save changes on moving away from the selected booking you will be prompted to save.
Totals
Within the title booking you will see the running total for the week
At the bottom of the all bookings for the week you will see a second total for the whole week

Empty/Zero Returns
If you need to submit an empty/zero return (i.e. no activity for the play date) then click on the relevant
play date, on the right hand side is an empty/zero return button, click that and zeros (0s) will be entered
in all columns for the day.

Auditing
The figure entry provides some basic auditing functionality - it’s possible to see which user entered the
box-office returns and when. Within the Box Office Returns window – once inside the title, in the top right
corner is information about the last change and which user (highlighted below)

In addition, if you click the I (information) button against the day return, you will get information relating
to creation and last change date and which user (highlighted below)

Hide completed
If you have to manage multiple bookings we have added a Hide completed button – pressing this button
will hide any completed bookings from the view of outstanding returns. The intention is to make it easier
for end users to manage their outstanding work.
Below is a screenshot of the Figure Entry view before Hide completed is pressed (all titles/ bookings are
displayed)

In the below screenshot Hide completed has been pressed and weeks 24 and 25 are now hidden from
view – the Hide completed button is now Grey to indicate its on – to turn on simply press it again

Show previous
The intention of the box office returns screen is to show only the current week and the last week,
anything older is hidden. To show older weeks - at the bottom of the screen you’ll see this button

Clicking it will open the week previous – if you want an older week repeat the action

Authorization/ Submission
On completion of all box office returns for the play week – those figures need to be finalized and
submitted.
NOTE: The approve button will only become active once ALL returns for the week are completed – if
anything is outstanding, that first needs to be entered before Approval can occur.
Once everything has been completed, the Approval button will become enabled (screenshot below)
allowing you to finalize and submit your box-office return.

Assuming all is ok with the return, on clicking Approve you will then receive the below pop up notification
as a final confirmation – clicking OK will finalize the return – Cancel will allow you to make additional
amendments.

Assuming you clicked OK and approved the return, the week return will swap from Grey to Green to
provide a visual indication that the week is completed, an example of the approved week is below.

Data correction
It is possible a mistake was made with the box-office return, MaccsBox provides functionality for data
correction post submission.
To adjust the return, navigate to the affected booking(s), you will see a new button (as shown below),
clicking on this button will ‘unlock’ the booking and allow changes to be made.

Upon clicking the Unlock button, you will receive the below pop up notification as a confirmation –
clicking OK will allow adjustments to the return – Cancel will cancel the action and leave the week
approved.

Assuming you clicked OK the booking will open into the weekday view and allow adjustments to be made,
an example of an unlocked booking is below.

Once the adjustments have been completed - the Approve button is back and enabled – to reapprove the
weeks return simply click the Approve button.

Adding figures for a missing title
There are some cases in which the distributor hasn´t created the bookings of the screenings done by an
exhibitor. For this situation, we have implemented the method described below.

There are 2 methods to creating a new booking in MaccsBox either duplicate an existing booking or to
create from new, both workflows will be explained below.

Duplicate existing
First you’ll need to retrieve 1 or more existing bookings, to do this, use the filters to find a booking you
wish to duplicate, and click Search. Find the existing boking in the list and click the Copy Item button the
right hand side

That will open the Copy Item window

To create the new booking, you need to adjust the selected existing booking as required. This means
amending the Play Week, add Cinema (and screen if required), the title is copied over from the selected
booking, or you can amend. Next add other appropriate booking properties such as Show Type,
Dimension, Media Type, Language etc. (the required title properties are territory/ distributor specific).
On completion click save and the booking is generated – at this point - if an existing booking exists you will
receive a warning.

Create New
In addition to duplicating an existing booking, it’s possible to create a booking from scratch. To do this
first enter the Box Office Returns window. On the right hand side, you will see an +Add button, click that

The Add Booking window will open, it is shown below

You’ll now need to enter a play week, cinema, screen (if required) and film title. Next add other
appropriate booking properties such as Show Type, Dimension, Media Type, Language etc. (the required
title properties are territory/ distributor specific).
On completion click save and the booking is generated – at this point - if an existing booking exists you will
receive a warning.

Title Explorer
From the top menu, click Titles. In order to search you need to enter search criteria then press Search
Fields with a looking glass have type ahead functionality – i.e. you need to type the first 2/3 characters

Clicking a film in the list will open a detail window with additional information about the title and a trailer
where available. To return to the main menu, click Titles again.
The first line is a filter – you can enter values against any of the headings to filter the titles below
In the below screenshot, the title searched (Star Trek) is highlighted below the filter bar
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